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1. In Jazz Jackrabbit 2, the unfortunately named Spaz will occasionally eat a bird in
response to this type of action. One response to this type of action involves a yellow Game
Boy Color quiety playing the Killer Instinct soundtrack. The only redeemable thing about
Bubsy 3D may be a series of cutscenes in which Bubsy does a handful of weird gags
whenever the player does this. An excessive amount of this action will cause Banjo to choke
Kazooie. In Rayman 2, this action will prompt Rayman to dribble his own torso. Earthworm Jim
plays jump rope with his own body in response to, for 10 points, what type of action that might
cause a character to sit down or impatiently tap their feet?
ANSWER: doing nothing (accept reasonable equivalents such as idling or inaction)

2. The developers of this game hired infamous publicist Max Clifford to take out fake
tabloid ads to promote it. Samuel Deever and Uncle Fu assign missions in this game, whose
cover is largely comprised of a street-level shot of Trump Tower. Four playable female
characters are missing from the PlayStation version of this game, which began
development as the Amiga title Race’N’Chase. Two mission packs released for this game were
both set in the 1960s in London. A studio then called DMA Design developed this game, which
introduced three cities based on New York, Miami, and Los Angeles. For 10 points, name this
top-down action game which has produced numerous high profile and controversial sequels.
ANSWER: Grand Theft Auto (accept GTA or Grand Theft Auto 1 or similar)

3. This location is home to Mr. Spatula, a fish who eventually turns evil. This place sits
down a hallway from Flint Paper, from which a crazed employee fires bullets in the shape
of a smiley face. The occupants of this place will not go upstairs from it, at least “not since
the accident.” A dartboard in this place has been struck with numerous non-dart weapons.
In a modern series, a closet in this place holds souvenirs from completed episodes. A call taken
in this place leads to a cross-country adventure to recover a missing bigfoot. For 10 points, name
this place of business from which a dog and rabbity-thing “hit the road.”
ANSWER: Sam & Max’s office

4. Due to licensing issues, a Game Gear beach volleyball game starring this character did
not receive a U.S. release. Donkey Kong was created after Nintendo could not secure the
rights to this character, though they eventually released a Game & Watch game about him
less than a year later. An unrelated Nintendo arcade game about this character has him collect
musical notes and the the letters in “HELP” and features a punch button, but no jump button.
That game about this character includes the Sea Hag and refers to its bearded antagonist as
Brutus. The baby Swee’Pea appears in games about, for 10 points, what star of the GBA game
Rush for Spinach?
ANSWER: Popeye
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5. One of these things is found near the marquee for the Buster’s Cherry movie theater. In
early games, the front of these objects read the alphanumeric “411VM,” a reference to a
real-life counterpart. One of these objects is easily reachable after helping the Thin Man,
who provides access to a haunted house in Suburbia. Another of these things is behind a door
that opens after making a helicopter take off. One of these things appears in each of two levels
set at a school, and another is found in a warehouse inside a glass room above a halfpipe. For 10
points, name these sometimes hard-to-find items in the Tony Hawk series.
ANSWER: secret tapes (accept hidden tapes or similar; prompt on “tapes”)

6. Reasonable approximation acceptable. The developer responsible for this phrase
referenced it in a video in which its speaker is unwittingly given the Ice Bucket Challenge.
In March 2017, a reference to this phrase was added as an easter egg to the end of a mission
titled “The Dark Within.” The speaker of this phrase claims that he “thought we had them
contained” and that a certain species “hasn’t been on Earth in centuries.” The original
version of this phrase was replaced, along with all other dialogue for the floating robot Ghost,
which was first recorded by Peter Dinklage. For 10 points, give or approximate this awkwardly
delivered phrase about the lunar origins of an alien creature in Destiny.
ANSWER: That wizard came from the moon (accept answers that are reasonably similar to
this as long as they mention both a wizard and the moon)

7. In one game, this character becomes trapped in a “Televisor” that forces him to relive
several of his past experiences. This character wields a mallet in an NES game about his
attempt to get to his own 50th birthday party. After stumbling on a time machine, this
character is pursued by Merlin Munroe in a PlayStation game titled for him being “Lost in
Time.” In a sort-of sequel to that game called Timebusters, this character teams up with Taz.
Both Mickey Mouse and a certain Gary K. Wolf character replace this creature in some versions
of Crazy Castle. For 10 points, name this star of the SNES game Rabbit Rampage.
ANSWER: Bugs Bunny

8. One of these characters finds fame on the lecture circuit with a course about crushing an
enemy “in Three Easy Steps.” In a sequel featuring these characters, one of them receives
the ability to float and destroy floors with his farts. These characters’ weirdly salad-based
rival is Tomator, who is a Croutonian. A dragon named Scorch is a sidekick to these
characters, one of whom appears on a billboard for cola in Rock n Roll Racing and is the
only of them to wield weapons. A powerful attack using a Longboat is used in a popular MOBA
by these characters, whose names are Erik, Olaf, and Baleog. The game Norse by Norsewest
stars, for 10 points, what trio of Blizzard puzzle platform characters?
ANSWER: The Lost Vikings (accept all of Erik, Olaf, and Baleog before mention)
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9. Description acceptable. A special report by Kotaku’s Mike Fahey concerning this feature
compared this feature in both the DS game Lux Pain and the more recent Skylanders
Imaginators. While making that report, Fahey lamented “this is my fate.” This feature may
have first been discovered, by IGN’s Alanah Pearce, who likened this feature to an
“electrical burn.” This feature was further discussed by Jeff Gerstmann in a tweet that advised
“do not try this at home.” Denatonium benzoate was used to establish this feature, which a
company statement helpfully noted was non-toxic. For 10 points, name this aspect of certain
2017 Nintendo releases that likely prevent their ingestion by small children.
ANSWER: Nintendo Switch cartridges tasting terrible (or reasonably similar things)

10. A physically massive 2008 arcade game subtitled “The Beat Attacker” features several
of these things. A weapon called the “Xerovy” is used against these things in a 1985 arcade
game titled for the “Return of” them. Tomohiro Nishikado, the designer these things,
intended for them to resemble human soldiers. Each of the three varieties of these things is
based on a different aquatic animal. Due to an unexpected technical reason, the number of these
things that are present is inversely proportional to their speed. A typical level has 4 shields that
protect the player from, for 10 points, what beings that gradually descend in a 1978 Taito classic?
ANSWER: Space Invaders (accept answers like the ships from Space Invaders; prompt on
“aliens” or similar)

11. The Master System game Psycho Fox and the NES game Kid Kool are both direct
predecessors of this game. A set of islands in this game are pushed apart by its antagonist,
though when pushed back together they resemble a skeleton. Dr. Frank N. Stein transforms
this game’s protagonist into a human during the game’s ending. That protagonist of this
game has a face in his chest, which can he can bulge outward like a fist, though he employs
another attack that involves a different body part that sits atop his torso. For 10 points, name this
game about Chuck D. Head, a mummy who can fight enemies by removing and throwing a skull.
ANSWER: Decap Attack

12. Lloyd Webster, who ran the company that made these devices, asked “where else are
they gonna go?” when discussing his business practices. A cathode tube taken from one of
these things is needed to fix a Lutece Device while in the Silver Fin Restaurant. In a
multiplayer mode, these devices will immediately restore a player’s EVE and display a light
indicating who, if anyone, has hacked them. A seal balancing a ball on its nose appears on the
marquee of these devices, which are sometimes seen alongside “Gatherer’s Gardens” and “El
Ammo Bandito.” A laughing clown speaks the name of, and appears in the logo of, for 10 points,
what vending machines in the Bioshock series?
ANSWER: Circus of Values (prompt on “vending machines” or similar)
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13. The friends of Eriko Christy disappear at one of these places, which is the title location
of the incredibly bizarre horror game Illbleed. Hitman: Blood Money begins with Agent 47
entering one of these places, which is also the setting of the PlayStation VR exclusive Until
Dawn: Rush of Blood. It’s not a zoo, but Specter, the antagonist of Ape Escape, lives in one
of these places. The third campaign of Left 4 Dead 2 is largely set in one of these places named
Whispering Oaks. Appropriately, Epic Mickey contains multiple trips to these places based on
real life analogues of them. For 10 points, name these places depicted in games like Thrillville
and Roller Coaster Tycoon.
ANSWER: amusement parks (or theme parks; accept carnivals; prompt on “fairs” or “parks”)

14. A player unfortunate enough to be playing a game adaptation of the film Quest for
Camelot can interact with one of these things by pressing select during a cutscene. When
using one of these devices, one program will display a man in a lab coat watching a cat-like
creature balance on a ball. In Link’s Awakening, a mouse creates 13 items known as “The
Travels of Link,” which the player can then acquire with one of these devices. This device
will output “Hello” if turned on with a button held down. Several games allow a player to view a
Pokedex entry with the help of this device. A rudimentary digital camera was often accompanied
with, for 10 points, what Nintendo accessory that came with a roll of thermal paper?
ANSWER: Game Boy Printer (prompt on partial answers)

15. One boss in this game, Smash Daisaku, bears a striking resemblance to M. Bison. The
two playable characters in this game have significantly different control schemes but are
otherwise palette swaps. Levels in this game include one played by rolling dice to move
along a game board and another whose multi-stage boss will only take 5 of its possible seven
forms. This game’s “Flame” and “Lightning” attacks can be combined to create a sweet-ass laser
beam. A GBA sequel to this game added “Super” to the middle of its title, and this game
appeared in a “Treasure Box” compilation alongside Dynamite Headdy. For 10 points, name this
incredible Genesis-exclusive shoot-em-up starring red and blue “heroes.”
ANSWER: Gunstar Heroes

16. In an early example of a game having multiple endings, the player is told “Never forget
your friend!” when finishing this game outside of co-op. An enormous Willy Whistle named
Grumple Grommit appears in this game’s 100th and final level. A set of spinoffs of this
game are set on a namesake archipelago and feature this game’s protagonists in their human
forms. The player is told to “hurry up!” when taking too long in this game, whose enemies can
be destroyed after being sealed in a certain object. Baron von Blubba is the antagonist of, for 10
points, what 1986 platformer about two cute dragons who burst or blow the title objects?
ANSWER: Bubble Bobble (prompt on “Rainbow Islands”)
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17. An animated film sequel to a game starring this character is set largely within the
minds of Richard Wagner and Jules Verne. After regaining her memories, this character
confronts and kills Angus Bumby by pushing him into the path of a train. Symbols
signifying Eris and Jupiter usually appear on pockets on this character’s clothing. This
character is committed to Rutledge Asylum after her family is killed in a fire. A “Majestic Maze”
is traversed by this girl, who twice battles a ruler who commands chess pieces and an army of
cards. The 2011 sequel Madness Returns stars, for 10 points, what literary character depicted in
an atypically dark manner by American McGee?
ANSWER: Alice (or Alice Liddell)

18. A Hall of Records in this game contains an extensive reference to the film The
Hudsucker Proxy. Several portions of this game’s story concern morphine stolen from the
SS Coolridge. This game’s protagonist is disgraced after his relationship with Elsa
Licthmann turns into an affair, which occurs after stints with partners Rusty Galloway and
Stefan Bekowsky. MotionScan technology was developed for this game to create highly detailed
facial expressions, making it easier to tell when a character is lying. Cole Phelps interviews
suspects as the lead detective of, for 10 points, what Rockstar mystery set in 1947 in California?
ANSWER: L.A. Noire

19. Description acceptable. A relaxed version of this work titled “In the Arms of Althyk”
appears in a game in which it also appears after undertaking a Guildeve. In another game,
two variations of this work called “Tango of Tears” and “Jackpot!” can occur depending on
the outcome of a certain race. In a film based on the series in which it appears, this work is
Loz’s ringtone, which is occasionally hummed by Prompto Argentum. This thing occurs
following an encounter with Culex in Super Mario RPG though it is more closely associated
with another series. Successful encounters with Cactaurs and Behemoths result in, for 10 points,
what recurring musical motif in the Final Fantasy series?
ANSWER: Victory Fanfare (accept victory music in Final Fantasy or post-battle music, etc.)

20. This word is the first name of the protagonist of an Interplay platformer featuring a
world with mixed up gravity. A 2013 Xbox Live indie release stars a retro-styled hero
named for this type of “Raygun.” This adjective appears in the title of the American
version of the Famicom game Magic John. An unlicensed NES tennis game uses this
adjective to describe a racket. Square made two NES games with 3D graphics whose title
auto driver is described by this word. In the aforementioned Magic John localization, this word
follows the word “Totally.” The nickname of the protagonist of the Bionic Commando series is,
for 10 points, what word that describes two NES “Racer” games?
ANSWER: Rad


